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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Petersen house was built in 1888. It is 2i stories, with overall dimensions 
of 9V x 65'. The front part of the house, containing the main living spaces, is 
more or less square, and is joined to a- rear wing narrowefind lower than the front. 
Exterior walls are of brick, on a rock-faced stone foundation. The main roof is 
a high hip with large deck and a single remaining brick chimney. There are projecting 
gable ends on the east and west sides, a conical-roofed turret at the SW corner, a 
projecting rectangular corner bay with hipped roof above a second-story porch on the 
southeast, and a square tower in the center of the front (south) facade with a 
high peaked roof. One-story porches, with flat roofs supported by square brick 
piers, are found on the front and the east side. These porches, which may be 
early additions, are enclosed in glass (with stained-glass transoms); that on the 
front (only partially enclosed) forms a sun-room; that on the east side a breakfast 
room.

The treatment of the walls is quite plain. Three stone stringcourses, set flush with 
the walls, run continuously around the house (with the exception of the rear wing). 
A wide stringcourse runns at a level where it engages the lintels of the first floor 
windows. A narrow stringcourse, which engages the sills of the second floor windows, 
is found above this, and a second wide stringcourse runs directly below the cornice 
and engages the lintels of the second floor windows. These stringcourses impart a 
sense of cohesion, of continuous surface, to the'house, and coutoter the chaotic, effect 
of the-many asymmetrically-placeti projections. • The.windows^ which are exceptionally 
'tall- and narrow^-are w! i thd>ut"en!f<ramement; i those .of the'.first' floor; taller than those 
of the second,-feature,-stained-glass transom panels.

The cornice, narrow and projecting only slightly, features somewhat overscaled dentils, 
Below the cornice is a downward extension of the roof, a sort of vestigial mansard, 
which occupies : the zone between the cornice and the uppermost stringcourse. Elaborate 
detail is concentrated at only a few points: the second floor porch of the southeast 
corner bay, with its turned Eastlake posts and punched frieze, and the wall dormer 
of the front tower, with its elaborate projecting sill and top-heavy triangular pedi 
ment. •'• ' ; ~- <v

The main entrance (south facade) opens into a hall with parlors to either side. The 
hall gives on to a large living hall in the center of the house, with staircase to 
the left and a corner fireplace. Off the living hall are the library (north) and dinir 
room with attached breakfast room (east), and kitchen (northeast corner). This 
arrangement obtains on the second floor as well, where three bedrooms are grouped, 
around an upper "sitting hall". There are 8 fireplaces, most of which retain original 
mantels. Those of the first floor are mostly marble and columned. Those of the 
second floor are of wood, bracketed and shelved in the aesthetic mode, with tile 
facings and mirrored overmantels. Early wallpaper remains intact in several of the 
downstairs rooms; the southeast parlor, for example, still features a deep, floral 
frieze and the hall still retains an early embossed paper (now painted over). The 
dining room still has an elaborate Renaissance Revival sideboard and an "etagere" man 
telpiece with a round-arched mirror above the opening. Early light fixtures also 
remain, most notably a ceiling fixture in the dining room with a leaded glass shade.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Petersen house is a superb example of a monumental residence in the Queen 
Anne style. Like many of the houses in this style constructed of masonry, it 
is somber and dignified, rather than playful or exuberant (qualities more often 
achieved in Queen Anne houses of frame construction). It is relatively restrained, 
elaboration being confined to a few significant points -- the second floor porch 
of the southeast corner and the tower over the front entrance. The homogeneous 
treatment of the facades lends a nice sense of unity to a house broken up by 
various projections.

The house was designed for Max Petersen by F.G. Clausen, an architect in Davenport, 
who probably began his practice in the late 1880's. Working alone at first, Clausen 
later had partnerships with Willaim Cowe, Park Burrows and Walter Kruse, as well 
as with his son. Although Clausen worked several places in eastern Iowa (Lyons, 
Maquoketa, and marengo, for example), his Davenport commissions were most numerous, 
and included a wide range of industrial and commercial, as well as residential, 
designs.

.'.':•'} ,:.<!: „ ', ' :-;> . : ,

Max Petersen was a son of J.H.C. Petersen, a Danish immigrant who came to Davenport 
in the early 1860's. In 1862 he established an auction house-wiith 'Henry, Abel. Ten 
years later, Petersen bought out his partner and began a small retail store. This 
store, successively enlarged and expanded over the years, became a major Davenport 
enterprise. After J.H.C.'s retirement in 1892, the firm was taken over by his 
sons, Max being the senior of the three. That year, too, F.G. Clausen designed 
a new building for J.H.C. Petersen 1 s Sons at the corner of Pleasant and Main Street 
in Davenport. The firm, still an important one in eastern Iowa, is known as Petersen- 
Harned-Von Maur.
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